The activities of International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in Sabah for 2017–2018:

**VISITING DETAINERS**

- **7,489** Detainees visited
- **96** Detainees received hygiene kits, clothes and **16** baby kits
- **A prison clinic** received an ad hoc donation of medical supplies

**MAINTAINING CONTACTS BETWEEN SEPARATED FAMILY MEMBERS**

- **230** Direct phone calls made by **163** detained migrants to their relatives
- **24** Red Cross messages (RCM) **92** oral “salamat” messages
PROMOTING IHL AND HUMANITARIAN NORMS

66 MILITARY OFFICERS and maritime police from ESSCOM attended the Workshop on Military in Law Enforcement Operations

60 POLICE AND MILITARY OFFICERS attended workshop on international policing standard, public order management and international humanitarian law

5 ICRC/ IHL SESSIONS for 195 students

BASIC FIRST AID TRAINING AND HEALTH

265 MRCS VOLUNTEERS from most of the 22 districts and one chapter trained on refresher FATH and health and hygiene (H&H) and introduction of new approach

433 VILLAGERS benefitted from Community Health Camps, a joint collaboration with MRCS and district health offices

639 VILLAGERS from 15 villages trained through First Aid Training “Harmonisasi” (FATH) programme

166 POLICE VOLUNTEER RESERVE (PVR) OFFICERS trained in 5 first aid & FATH training sessions

HEALTH AND HYGIENE PROMOTION FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN

2,067 SCHOOL CHILDREN and 99 teachers from 17 schools have benefited from H&H sessions